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I N T ROD
Prior to graduation

U C T ION

senior geology and mining students

at Montana School of Mines must complete course nwnber Geology

63, entitled IIGeo1ogic Field Mapping."

This report is in part

fulfillment of the requirements of that course as set forth
in the forty-seventh annual catalogue of the institution mentioned above.

The 'Trittenwork is based upon two ;weeksof

summer field mapping and a third week in the mining school's
drafting rooms during the month of September, 191".7.
The field work was conducted in areas adjacent to Whitehall, Montana, as has been the custom for the past several'
years.

Instruction in the proper use of the telescopic and

open sight a1idades, and the Brunton compass for surveying
geologic features was

iven.

Advantages of pacing and speed-

ometer mapping were pointed out and used.

The telescopic

a1idade however, prov:ed to be the tool best adapted to the
topography in which most of the surveying was done.
The maps from which the information encompassed by this
report was drawn vere prepared by a crew of four students:
William E. 'fop1e , Ralph F. Mitchell, Allen G. Conner, and
the author.

These men proved to be congenial and helpful to

-2-

each other--discussion taking the place of argument over subjucts of disagreement.
Instruction and assistance in surveying and preparing
the resulting maps as given by Dr. Eugene S. Perry and his
assistants Dr. George A. Kiersch, Mr. Alvin; M. Hanson, all
of the Department of Geology of Montana School of Mines, and
Mr. Uuno Sahienan of the Montana Bureau of.Mines and Geology,
were invaluable.

Information concerning the geology of ad-

joining areas supplied by other members of the class was
often the key to the solution of many perplexing problems
which often confronted the author and his crew.

L 0 CAT

ION

AND

A'C C E S SIB

I LIT

Y

As previously pointed out, the base of mapping operations was ~hitehall, in southwest Montana!l This Jefferson
Valley farm~g

community is only 32 miles southeast of Butte

and is easily reached by U.S. Highway No. 10S--an all-weather
asphalt surfaced national thoroughfare~

The tuwn is also

serviced several times daily by the Northern Bacific and the
Chicago, Milwaukie, St. Paul and Pacific railroads.
Actual mapping took place in the foothills of the Tobacco
Root Mountains.

At no time was the class farther than 20

miles from \{hitehall. County maintained dirt roads lead to
the yicinity of the mapped areas and smaller privately constructed tributaries penetrate the districts rather thoroughly.
any of these last mentioned roads are impassable most of the
winter months and during some of the heavier rainfalls.
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INDEX MAP OF MONTANA
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Figure 1
\

CLIMATE

AND

VEGETATION

Semi-arid conditions preva:il in this portion of Montana
with the winter months bein

only moderately severe.

Swnmer

months are characterized by the absence of excessively hot
weather with.the possible exception of a few days in August.
Total annual precipitation varies between 10 and 15 inches.
The following tablel

ives the precipitation taken at virginia

City, a few miles south of the region studied, for the year
1930.
Jan.
0.40

Feb. Mar.
0.56. 0.67

Aug.
1.96

Sept
1.45

Apr.
0.82

Oct.
2.38

r

ov ,

0.31

May
0.79

Jun.
0.96

Jul.

1.56

De c• Annual
0.82 12.67

Table 1
Sa ebrush

rovides the most prominent vegetative fea-

ture although medium-sized juniper, pin~ spruce, fir and
1. 'I'ans
Ley , Alilfred,and Shafer, Paul A., L~6logical
Reconnaissance of the Tobacco Hoot Mountains, Madison County,
Montana, Montana Bureau of Mines and Geology, Memoir No.9,
p. 3, 1933.
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popular trees are common to the area.

Quite large stands of

the above named evergreens can be seen higherup on the slopes
of the mountain range.

Luxuriant growths of bunch grass cover

most of the slopes which do not have sage brush or trees upon
them, the benches and valleys.

P H Y S lOG

RAP

H Y

The present physical features of the region are due to
extensive block faulting of the sedimentary beds which overlie the area.

Althoueh concealed for the most part by allu-

vium, the downthrow block forms the Jefferson Valley and the
upthrow block the 'I'obaccoRoot Mountains.

The foothills are

formed by dip-slopes pitching into the valley with dips varying between 35 and 65 degrees.

Many of the more resistant

beds form ridges with the easily eroded strata accupying the
troughs and streambeds.

Some of the strata can be identified

from quite a distance by their characteristic reactions to
erosion.
Although the area mapped was not too rugged, the relief
often approached 800 feet.

Some of the stronger faults of

the district formed near precipaces where they cut the cliff
forming sediments.

A good example of this is where the Jef-

ferson Dolomite overlooks the main valley in the Bone Basin
area.
The region is drained by the Jefferson River which parallels the west front of the mountain range before entering the
Jefferson Can on and alterin

its course to the eastward in

-5-

order to join with the Madison and Gallatin Rivers to form
the important Missouri River.

Intermittant streams generally
I

follow the strike of the beds but often cut obliquely a~ross
the strike to give the system a dendritic pattern.
Glaciation has modified the appearance of the stream valleys.

The valley in which South Boulder Creek flows, with its

typical U-shapeand moraines and faceted boulders scattered
along its bottom land, gives ample evidence that glacial erosion has been active in the districto

This glaciation has been

assigned to the Pliestocene epoch.

G E 0 LOG

I CHI

S TOR

Y-

0 FAR

E A

Little is known of pre-Beltian history due to the intense
folding, crumbling, and faulting of the earlier rock formations.
Indeed, metamorphism has been so devastatingly complete that
it is difficult, if at all possible, to ascertain such facts
as the top and bottom of the beds, the original character of
the rocks, i.e., whether i neous or sedimentary, and many other
important geologic signposts.
Belt sediments'were deposited in a sea from a land mass
to the east.

The shoreline must have been very close to the

area studied since arkose is found only between Bozeman and
Butte with quartzites, argillites and shales appearing further west.
Earl

Cambrian time saw the area now occupied by the

state of Montana uplifted with erosion pouring sediments into
the sea occupyin

the western portion of United States.

'1'0-

wards middle Cambrian the shoreline migrated to the east and
a uniform thickness of Fathead

quartzite

was deposited on

-6-

a verv level floor.

Further

eastward migration

of the shore-

line or possibly a near peneplenation

of the land mass caused

the Woolsey

Park shale, Pilgram

limestone,

shale, Meagher

limestone,

and Dry Creek shale to be deposited.

have commenced at the end of the Cambrian
upper part of the Dry Creek formation
and sandstone.
absence

Continued

of Ordovician

During Devoni

period since the

is interstratified

and 0ilurian

sediments

in the regton.

time seas again spread out over the

to be laid down parallel

Three Forks and Madison

to those of the Cambrian.

ta are composed of shales and limestones.
during the Pennsylvanian

These sta-

period caused a quartz sand to be

as the Quadrant Quartzite
was followed ,by a peculiar
phosphate

be called Phosphoria.

formations

A slight uplift

which with later silica cementation

cial tricalcium

shale

uplift and erosion caused a complete

area allowing the Jefferson,

deposited

Uplift must

in this state.
formation

has become known

The Quadrant was

containing

much commer-

which has caused the formatiori to

This represents

Permian

time and marks

the close of the Pa e zoic in Montana.
The seas moved to the westward

and the region was flat-

tened by man, streams which caused a karst topography
velope.

This pourous' condition was responsible

the oil pools which accumulated
Triassic

elsewhere

to de-

for some of

in the state.

No

sediments were laid down in the area but a sea which

moved in from the north enabled the Jurassic Ellis shales and
limestones
risson

to be deposited

followed b

the terrestrial

sandstones and shales when the seas withdrew.

Mor-

-7-

e

A stri

of volcanoes occupying the land between Yel-

lowstone Park and Great Falls extruded great thicknesses of
Livingstone volcanics over the western portion of Montana and
parallel to the older sediments.
Widespread folding and faultin

the
of/Cordilleran region

during Cretaceous time followed the laying dow

of the Koo-

tenai, Colorado and Livingstone formation, the latter being
nearly contemporaneous with the diastrophism.

During this

orogenic movement the Tobacco Root batholith was emplaced.
Erosion caused the region to have a rather low relief with
the drainage being to the south rather than the present northward trend.

The change in drainage and topography was then

brought about by the aforementioned block-faulting, folding
and warping, .
Tertiary lakes were formed by the damming of the newly
formed valle s by faulting and lava flows causing great
thicknesses of muds, sands and gravels to accumulate.

New

channelways were cut and the water drained so that'when Pliestocene refrigeration caused the glaciers to move down out of
the mountains the valle s were carved to nearly their present
form.

Stream Erosion has only recently begun the titanic

task of removing the glacial evidence.
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In order to obtain a true picture of the appearance
of the rocks as they appear in the portion of Montana under
study, the South Boulder Creek section was scrutinized closely.
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Recent

erosion has cut a deep canyon into pre-Laramide

which exposes the stratigraphic
Archeozoic

column for Montana

to the upper Cretaceous.

fect chronologie

strata

from the

The strata are in per-

order except for those which were not depos-

ited, and for one fault that causes a repetition

of three beds.

South Boulder is but 3-4 miles from the Mayflower

Ciistrict and

only 10-12 miles from the Renova-B'one Ba s.in area.
rocks were laid down under practically

identical

The same
conditions

in the three areas, thus this type section is of particular
value to the geologist.
The following

descriptions

sect.ion are, in general,

of the rocks of the type

good for t.he st.rata found in t.he

mapped areas.

ARCHEOZOIC

PONY
The first rocks studied in the sect.ion were 5000 feet
of schists and gneisses which have been described

by Tansley

and Shafer2 as follows:
"These rocks are light-gray
spar gneisses with subordinate
and mica; hornblende

quartz-feld-

hornblende

gneisses with minor

amounts of feldspar and quartz; black amphibolit.e schists composed almost entirely
of hornblende;
2. Ibid., p. 9.

white quartz feldspar gneiss

-9-

having the appearance
matite;

of metamorphosed

peg-

several narrow bands of dark horn-

blenic-garnet

schist, and a few thin bands

of mica schist.

The reddish brown, gray

and light gray gneisses oii.granitic

compo-

sition are the most abundant.
"This gneiss and schist complex is
literally

criss-crossed

by igneous injec-

tions of both pre-Cambrian

and later age.

Rocks which have the appearance
morphosed

granites associated

of meta-

with pegma-

tites and quartz veins are numerous.

Basic

gneisses of medium to coarsely crystalline
hornblende

appear to have been originally

sills and dD<esof

basalt or amphibolite.

Many dark sills and d.ikee contain small
lenses of feldspar
the prevailing
ture.

oriented parallel to

schistose and gneissic

'l'heseare pre-Cambrian

struc-

intrusives,

but unlD<e the other gneisses and schists
of igneous origin, they are probably

post-

Cherry Cree~, since many of them cut both
Pony and Cherry Creek Series."
PROTEROZOIC

BELT

The Belt series of pre-Cambrian

rocks, although not exposed

-10-

in the South Boulder
unconformably

section since Cambrian

sediments lie

upon the rocks of the Pony system, are" found

in both the Mayflower
sake of convenience

and Renova-Bone

Basin districts.

For

they are here described.

Basic Belt rocks are exposed in road cuts near Lime Spur
in Jefferson Canyon.
glomeritic

Here the series a~e composed of con-

arkose in which the boulders and pebbles are

highly unsorted,

frequently

having dimensions

of over a foot.

The sorting varies not only in size but in composition
the boulders and pebbles may be limestone,
or pegmatite.

In the Mayflower

quartz, gneiss

district the series are com-

monly a greenish arkose, often containing

quartz and gneiss

pebbles as large as an egg only more angular.
and shale predominate

since

in the Renova-Bone

Greenish arkose

Basin area.

The entire Belt series are thought to have a total thickits maximum in t.he vicinity of the

ness of 1-2 miles although

mapped areas is 5000 feet plus.
thought

to be the immediate

Shoreline

conditions

cause of the beds thinning

are
to

the south.
PALEOZOIC
CAMBRIAN
Flathead

Quartzite

The basal Cambrian bed in the type section consists of
a hard, dense, brittle, vitreous
given the name of "Flathead."
and often cross-bedded

quartzite which has been

It is a pink, coarse-grained

ledge forming key horizon, with a quartz
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conglomerate
material

appearing

occasionally

near the base.

Flathead

is often dii'ficult to distingu:ii.shfrom the Quadrant

Quartzite

in hand speciman,

so field relationship

the best factor in establishing

its identity.

is usually

The formation

varies from 75 to 500 feet thick, being approximately

100

feet in thickness where measured on South Boulder Creek.
Woolsey
A green argillaceous,
immediately

Shale

micaceous

over the Flathead

shale lies parallel and

Quartzite.

It has a thickness

of 330 feet and is named the "Woolsey Shale."
resembles

other formations

ily distinguished
out its thickness.

it

in the section, the shale is read-

by the prolific worm tracks occuring throughLittle stringers of limestone appear near

the top of the Woolsey.
depressions

Although

The stratum is easily eroded to fbrm

in the landscape

and is usually hard to find exc;pt

by digging or trenching.
Meagher Limestone
The thickest member of Cambrian

strata overlies the

"Woolsey and is called the "Meagher Limestone.

It is 440

If

feet thick in the 00uth Boulder area although

it does attain

thicknesses

gray and buff

as much as 800 feet.

color is easily distinguishedin
strong resistant ridges.

Its mottled

the field and commonly

The formation

forms

contains an oolitic

band as well as an "edgevlise" conglomerate

of flattened

bles generally oriented oblique to the bedding.
can be found near the top of the limestone.

peb-

Trilobites
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Park Sha e
A muddy condition in the Cambrian seas caused the "Park
.....

Shale" to be laid down over the Neagher L:mestone.

This green,

fissil, areillaceous, micaceous shale resembles the Woolsey
to such an extent that it is best recognized by its stratigraphic position.

It is so easily erodable that the field

geologist must either surmise its presence by its characteristic depressions or he must die through the heavY mantle of
soil vrha.ch covers it.
Pilgrim Dolomite
The blocky, cliff and ridge forming "Pilgrim Dolomite"
is next in stratigraphic sequence.

Hand specimans often re-

semble the Lleagher in coloring since the bottom of the PUrim also has the gray-buff appearance.

The top portion of

the formation, however, is mottled in two tones of gray causing it to be nicknamed the "Zebra Limesll a d shows fluting
on the weathered outcro.

The dividing line between the Park

and Pi grim is not sharp but the thickness of the latter
was determined to be 350 feet.

The Dr
I

C eek Sha e 's the next stratum in the sectio •

~ soft, easi.

mark its position.
to a rust

co or.

eroded, sandy sha e with few outcrops to
If fo

d fresh it is black but sao turns

It contains chi s of a red-brown sandy

material and has a Pink to white quartzite bed at its upper
boundry which is an important criterion in identif ing the
formation.

Th

thickness was measured tobs 80 feet.
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The end of Cambrian

time is marked by the top of the Dry

Creek which is separated from the overlying
sional unconformatv.
Silurian
mapped s
Devonian

strata by an ero-

There is no evidence that Ordovician

or

sediments are present in the section or in the areas
the next Paleosoic

formations

a.re assigned to the

peti::>d.
DEVONIAN
Jefferson Dolomite

The "'Jefferson Dolomite"

consists of 1100 feet of limestone

and dolomite which stands out as conspicuous
muddy-appearin~
formation

limestone makes u

ridges.

A gray

the lower 300 feet of the

in 1vhich druzy quartz cavaties and geodes are fre-

que tly found.

The u'per member is a black, sugary dolomite

which has the unmistakable

identifying

characteristic

of a

fetid odor exuding from fresh fractures.

-

Three Forks Shale

A soft, easily veathered shale occupies the next 310
feet of the S3ction.

It has been given the name of "Three Forks

Shale" although it has man

sandy and limy beds.

green formation is easily recognized

The grayish-

by its fossiliferous

content of brachiopods.
MISSISSIPPIAN
Madison Limestone
Lodgepole

Limestone

The "ladison Limestone"

consists of two members: the Lodge-
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pole Limestone and the Mission Canyon Limestone.

The lower

member is 960 feet thick and consists of a grayish-black,
dense, finegrained
beds.

limestone with shaly partitions

It often is difficult

to distinguish

between

a hand speciman

from basalt without the use of rea ents although there are
many fossils present to indicate the rock type.
fossils are forms of bryozoa,
Mission

crinoids,

Most of these

coral1'?and brachiopods.

Canyon Limestone

Resting upon the Lodgepole
Canyon Limestone.

is the mountain making Mission

The stratigraphic

break between the two

is often difficult to ascertain by rock study alone.
it is necessary

to make a paleontological

Often

study of the fossil

content.

The member itself is a white, massive,

crystalline

limestone

1350 feet thick with chert nodules near the top.

The horn coral is the index fossil for the formation.
PENNSYLVANIAN
Quadrant Quartzite
next

A hard, dense, vitreous quartzite is the/str~tigraphic
unit.

Its color varies from white to yellow to pink, making

it extremely difficult to distinguish
from ore of the Cambrian Flathead.

a sample of Quadrant

The formation

commonly

forms cliffs and ridges, usually has red basal beds, and is

210 feet from bottom to top.

The Quadrant is the same formation

as that kno.vn as the Tensleep Sandstone
PERMIAN

elsewhere

in the state.
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Phosuhoria
1!he "Phosphoria

Formation

Formation"

consists of 300 -600 feet

of black, fissil, oil (kerogen) shales and limestones,
though erosion of late Permian or Triassic

age has reduced

the thickness to 70 feet in the South Boulder
contains

section.

It

phosphate beds, from which it takes its name, 3-8

feet thick.

The phosphate

rock is black on a fresh surface

but weathers to a light or bluish-gray
oolitic

al-

structure.

with a grayish-white

This peculiar weathering

angular pieces of phosphate

property enables

float to be readily seen and

recognized"
MESOZOIC
JURASSIC
Ellis Formation
The land surface was emergent during Triassic time and
there is therefore no sedimentary
Mesozoic

period.

record of this lowermost

Jurassic marine sediments are present,

though, separated from the Paleozoic

strata by a disconfor-

maty.
The "Ellis Formation,"
and some sandstone,

consisting

of shales, limestones,

is the oldest of the Jurassic rocks.

It

has a dark gray sandy appearance with the star crinoid and
oyster shells appearing

on its bedding planes.

bed at t'he base of the Ellis is an identifying
but it is usually recognized
thickness

generally

by sequence.

forms dip slopes.

A yellow chert
characteristic

Its 270 feet of
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Morrison Formation
The "Morrison Formation"

is an extensive western

terres-

trial sediment composed of a rusty sandstone grading into a
varigated

shale.

It is also an easily eroded formation

cupying depressions
is recognized

in the topograph' and, similar to the Ellis

by sequence.

The shale is tinted in tones of

yellow and brown with some green lenses near the base.
measured

oc-

It

140 feet in the type section.
CRETACEOUS

Kootenai Formation
The lowermost Cretaceous
mation"

in Montana.

ta by a coal seam.

is called the "Kootenai For-

It is separated from the Jurassic straThe bottom 75 feet consists of a medium

sized sandstone of white quartz and black chert which gives
it a "salt and pepper" appearance.
of the formation

are interbedded

The remaining members
limestones

and black shales,

all under a few beds of easily distinguished

red shales known

as the "Kootenai Reds," giving the formation

a total thickness

of 830 feet.

Its favorable

caused immense reservoirs

porosity and permeability

of oil to accumulate

to cause the formation to have appreciable

has

in it and also

amounts of scrub

pine to grow upon its outcrops, 'whereas the rocks on either
7
side are barren of evergreen vegetation.
The Quadrant usually
stands out as fairly conspicuous
ties of gastropods

ridges and has great quanti-

in the limestone

member.

,
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Colorado Formation
The "Colorado FormationU
dirty colored sandstone
black shale.

at '::>outh
Boulder has a dark

at its base grading into a greasy

This shale is often greenish or grayish with

much gumbo contained
with foraminifera

in it.

The formation

present as the index fossil.

Livingston
The last formation
Laramide

Volcanics

in the section to be involved in the

folding and faulting which closed Cretaceous

, ,is the "Livingstone
of approximately

Volcanics."

This extrusive

The uppermost

large feldspar phenocrysts

enclosed

causing it to be nicknamed

"oatmeal rock.1I

time

body consists

a mile of a series of agglomerates

flows of andesite and basalt.

containing

is 230 feet thick

and lava

lavas have rather

in a fine grained matrix
Miralitic

cavaties

calcite and zeolites are common in the basalts due

to its vesicular nature.
disconformably

The tlvingstone Formations

rests

upon the older strata.

CENOZOIC
TIillTIARY
Quaternary
In the valley bottoms and around the fringes of the hills
can be seen the remains of the so-called
They were deposited

"Tertiary lake-beds."

in the lakes 'Hhich filled the valleys at

the time and consist of typical lake gravel mixed with girnbo
and soil, and possessing
with this rich alluviwn
favorably

endowed.

a white, chalky appearance.

It is

that the farms of the district are so
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RENOVA-l:IONE

BASIN

LOCA'l'ION

AREA

AND ACCESSIBILITY

Bone Basin, from which the author and his crew started
mapping,
tion.

is 12 miles from Whitehall

in a southeasterly

direc-

It is reached by dirt roads which have been graveled

approximately

two miles of the distance.

'I'he'se
roads follow
I..

the gullies and stream beds wherever
small divides only when absolutely
are prevalent

possible,

necessary.

passing over
Gumbo and mud

during rains and in the spring since the roads

are laid out on the Tertiary

alluvium.

Snow completely

blocks

the upper portions during the Hinter months and the clearing
of them is left to the discretion
mine operator

of the chance traveller,

or landowner.

GEOLOGY

The topography
generally

is fairly rugged with the dip slopes

the more precipitous.

Grass and sagebrush

cover

the lower slopes with juniper appearing

fairly high near the

limestone

itself 1nth that of

rid eSt

Drainage

coordinates

the region, having a northward
Mappable

stratigraphic

strata from the pre-Cambrian
Jefferson

Limestone,

trend.

units of the area consist of
Belt formationm

the Cretaceous

and Tertiary lake bed material.

Livingston

the Devonian
volcanics,

The rocks appear no different

in hand speciman than they do in the .:.:louth
l:louldersection
making the correlation

rather easy.

The Jefferson Valley
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parallels the strike of the beds which dip rather steeply into
Lt, Fi

re 2, a cross-section through the southeast cornor of,

Section 9 on line A-B, illustrates the attitude of the strata.

Figure 2
structurally, the district is characterized by an en
echelon fault pattern (see Renova-B n
erp

nearl

er-pendd.cu.Lar-

Basin map).

These faults

to the str' ~e f the strata and to

the Jefferson Valle,T, and thus normal to the strike of the
hugh block fault which formed the valley.

As can~

seen from

the map, the displacements caused by the faults are all under
a thousand feet with but one exception.

Drag blocks were some-

times seen in the faults although they are too small to represent on ,the map.
The exception mentioned above is shown on the map in approximately the center of Section 9. A horiraontal displacement of nearly 3500 feet can be clearly seen with Belt arkose
faulted all the wa

up against Devonian sediments.

This repre-

sents the f,reatMayflower F ult ~hich terminates some 6-7 nules
to the northeast as shown on the map of the Mayflower area.
1li.neralshave caused the a-ea to be thoroughly prospected.
Economic amounts of gold, silver, copper, lead and zinc have
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been discovered and exploited with minor amounts of other
straGegic minerals being known.

Gold, however, has formed

the backbone of the local mining industr.

The major- deposits

occur in upper Beltian arkosic sandstone where it has been
cut b

strong fissure zones.3

MAYFLOWER

MINE

LOCATION ~

AREA

ACCESSIBILITY

The lilaflower Mine is located 14 miles from Whitehall in
a southeasterly direction, although it is northeast of the
Bone Basin country.

4 miles east of the town on U.S. High-

way No. _OS a partiall

gravelled dirt road turns sharply

south and leads directly to the mine.
year around when the mine is operating.

T·s

road is open the

:Many small unimproved

roads wander through the district enabling one to drive within
a half mile of his destination.

Access to the area may be

gained from the South Boulder side also since the roads branch
out to meet one another.
GEOLOOY
Compared to the higher portions of the Tobacco Root Mountains the foothills in which the Mayflower Mine is situated
are gently rollin

undulations of the earth's crust.

However,

to the foot traveller, the slopes often become precipitous
makin

safe descent often as difficult as ascent.

3. Ibid., p, 32.

ihere are
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a few cliffs present in the area but none which can not be
surmounted from one angle or another.

The vegetation is con-

fined to grass, sagebrush, juniper and a few pine, the last
two named showing preference for the limestones and the Quadrant Quartzite.

Drainage is either nartherl or southerly,

depending upon which side of the weak east-west divides the
streams originate.
All strata which are found in the South Boulder section
from the Belt to the IJadison are present in the district in
addition to Cretaceous lava flows and Tertiary lake beds and
alluvium.
eas

Correlation vnth the type section is again made

by the similarity of the rocks in hand speciman.
The main structural feature of the district is the great

11a f'Lo» er Fault which has been determined as a. high-angle
thrust fault4 dipping approximately 70 degrees to the west.
Grea.t compressive forces in late Cretaceous time caused the
existing strata to be tightly folded with thrust faulting
giving release to the tremendous pressures exerted.

l;'igures

3 and 4 are diagramatic representations of the region in which
t e area lies before'and after f~ultin

with no attention

paid to ph siographic conditions.

Fieure 3

4. Personal communication with Dr. E.S. Perry.
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Figure 4Not only were the s.rat.a folded prior to faulting but
the folds themselves were tilted so that they plunge at some
undetermined angle to the south. Likewise there was great
horizontal movement along the faults in addition to the
large vertical displacement.

Figures 5 and 6 are block di-

agrams showing how movement along the Mayflower Fault affected
the attitude of the strata. Figure 7 is a diagramatic crosssection along line A-B on the Mayflower map.
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Figure 6

i'igure 7
Similar to the Bone Basin a~ea, gold has caused much
exploration of the district.

The Mayflower mine (includ:ln

the West 1Iayflower) has been the only important producer in
the vicinity.

Belt arkose forms the host rock for the min~

eralizing solutions.

S·l D E T R 1 P S
Two auxilary trips of interest to the studentsvare
taken during the time spent at Hhitehall.

These involved

travelling to the Golden Sun i~ t mine and to Lewis and
Clark S vern State Park
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The Golden Sunli ht mine is Located on.an extension of
Bull Mountain, called lIN..ineral
Hill,lI 6 road miles northeast
of the town.

Considerable time was spent in climbing over

the outcrop area which proved to be rr~inly a brecciated Beltian shale.

The veins are of the ·fissure type filled with

auriferous pyrite which has also replaced much wall rock making
the 'extent to which the veins are exploited dependent upon
assay returns rather than~ologic

structure.

Although almost

all of Mineral Hill is mineralized, deposition seemed to £.avor
the brecciated zone, which has subsequently been cemented
with silica and is related to the intrusion of the .Boulder
Batholith during early Tertiary time.
Vems

and Clark Cavern State Park can be reached b

travelling east .:tromWhitehall on U.S. Highway No. lOS about

15 miles and then turning north on another asphalt surfaced
road which leads to. the cave, making a total distance of
about 20 miles.

The cavern consists of solution caves in

a block of 1~dison Ij~estone which has bee

faulted into its

present position with pre-Cambrian Belt formation rocks on
either side.

The limestone beds are not horizontal but dip

north west at about 50 degrees.

Solution channels were not

controlled by the bedding planes but rather by fissures with
large chambers occuring where there was an intersection of
the fissures or a change in di.

Actual formation of the

cavern took place sometime after the Tertiary lakes had been
drained from the region.

At the present time it is possible to

walk through only about one-half mile of the cave since much of
it has not been readied for tourist observation.
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